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Maritime video surveillance of visual perception system has become an essential method to guarantee unmanned surface vessels
(USV) tra�c safety and security in maritime applications. However, when visual data are collected in a foggymarine environment,
the essential optical information is often hidden in the fog, potentially resulting in decreased accuracy of ship detection.�erefore,
a dual-channel and two-stage dehazing network (DTDNet) is proposed to improve the clarity and quality of the image to
guarantee reliable ship detection under foggy conditions. Speci�cally, an upper and lower sampling structure is introduced to
expand the original two-stage dehazing network into a two-channel network, to further capture the image features from di�erent
scale. Meanwhile, the attention mechanism is combined to provide di�erent weights for di�erent feature maps to maintain more
image information. Furthermore, the perceptual function is constructed with the MSE-based loss function, so that it can better
reduce the gap between the dehazing image and the unhazy image. Extensive experiments show that DTDNet has a better
dehazing performance on both visual e�ects and quantitative index than other state-of-the-art dehazing networks. Moreover, the
dehazing network is combined with the problem of ship detection under a sea-fog environment, and experiment results
demonstrate that our network can be e�ectively applied to improve the visual perception performance of USV.

1. Introduction

�e light vision perception system of unmanned surface
vessels (USV) can obtain more meaningful visual data,
which plays an important role in intelligent navigation. In
real-world imaging conditions, the visual image quality is
often degraded due to complicated weather conditions, such
as haze, rain, and others [1]. In hazy weather, the serious
degradation of image quality not only reduces the view value
but also a�ects the e�ectiveness of visual perception tasks,
such as ship detection. Many e�orts have been devoted to
ship detection under haze condition.

For ship detection, a series of convolution neural net-
works-based methods have been proposed [2–8]. However,
most methods are developed under normal sea conditions,
the ship detection accuracy would be reduced under haze
condition for the degraded image cannot provide e�cient
features. A few studies have considered foggy conditions by
improving the detection network to learn the characteristics

of ship images under foggy conditions [9]. However, the
impact of sea fog for ship detection of USV is still unsolved
[10]. In this paper, a single image dehazing problem aiming
to recover the clear image from the corrupted input is
studied for promoting ship detection; this will be the pre-
processing step of the ship detection task.

Single image dehazing is a fundamental low-level vision
task that has attracted increasing attention in the computer
vision community and arti�cial intelligence companies over
the past few decades [11]. However, how to achieve single
image dehazing is still challenging because the problem is
seriously ill-posed. �e most direct and the simplest method
is to adjust image parameters such as contrast, brightness,
and gamma correction [12, 13]. However, the image quality
can be improved by brightness adjustment, but it does not
realize hazy removal. Besides, as a global operation, the
unnecessary information will be enhanced with the region of
interest by contrast adjustment, making it di�cult to dis-
tinguish the target from the background [14]. Meanwhile,
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only a particular range of intensity levels can be enhanced by
Gamma correction. /erefore, it is difficult to determine
reasonable parameters to achieve dehazing with no prior
information [15].

A series of traditional dehazing algorithms are proposed
based on different assumptions and prior knowledge [16],
such as histogram equalization, Dark Channel Prior (DCP)
[17–20], wavelet transform [21], homomorphic filtering
[22], and Retinex [23, 24]. For example, DCP is one of the
outstanding dark channels prior-based dehazing methods,
which assume that image patches of haze-free images often
have low-intensity values in at least one channel. However,
the prior-based methods only have good performance in a
specific environment for each prior-based method inevitably
has some limitations, such that image dehazing by DCP has
the problem of fuzziness and residual image in the sky
region, and the image processed by wavelet transform has
low contrast and distortion [25, 26].

In recent years, the deep convolutional neural network
(CNN) has been proven to succeed in image dehazing for its
large model capacities and strong feature learning abilities.
In 2016, the pioneering work of DehazeNet, which is an end-
to-end media transmission fog removal network based on
trainable CNN, is proposed by Bolun Cai et al [27]. /e
relationship between the hazy image blocks and the cor-
responding media transmission map is studied and esti-
mated. In 2017, another CNN-based dehazing network
called AOD-Net is proposed by Boyi Liet et al [28]. Spe-
cifically, the hazy-free image is directly generated from the
hazy input. /is novel end-to-end design makes it easy and
fast to embed AOD-Net into other deep models. Up to now,
there are still many dehazing networks that are improved
based on DehazeNet and AOD-Net [29–31]. Compared to
traditional methods, CNN-based methods try to learn the
intermediate transmission map or the final hazy-free image
without consideration of the image degradation mechanism,
which achieves superior performance with big data applied.
However, the previous CNN-based dehazing networks treat
the features in the feature map equally and lack the ability to
pay attention to the task related features, which limited the
representation ability of deep learning networks, resulting in
poor color recovery after image dehazing and incomplete
dehazing problems.

/erefore, the emergence of multiscale CNN (MSCNN)
has made it possible to provide more information with
multiscale features [32]. Different scale features pay atten-
tion to different details of the image, so as to extract more
distinctive dehazing image features for clear image recon-
struction. Moreover, in order to obtain better multiscale
features, a feature extraction module with a certain depth is
designed to replace the convolution layer. Besides, an end-
to-end Laplacian pyramid defog network (LapDehazeNet) is
proposed [33], in which Taylor’s infinite approximation
theorem is utilized to reconstruct low-frequency and high-
frequency information of images by obtaining multiscale
features throughN branch networks of the pyramid network
corresponding to N constraints in Taylor’s theorem. /e
network uses Taylor’s infinite approximation theorem
to reconstruct the low-frequency information and

high-frequency information of the image from a multiscale
perspective by corresponding N constraint terms in Taylor’s
theorem through the N branch network of the pyramid
network.

A coarse to fine two-stage fog removal network (FCTF-
NET) [34] is proposed by Yufeng Li and Xiang Chen in 2020
to better restore image details. Specifically, a RDB model is
combined to capture multiscale features with fog, especially
in the area of nonuniform haze. However, the increase of
network depth will lead to the loss of information and the
disappearance of gradient, resulting in the color distortion.
/erefore, channel expansion is used in this paper to in-
crease the width of the network model to obtain multiscale
information.

/e increase number of multiscale features can effec-
tively improve the quality of dehazing image reconstruction,
but there is redundancy between a large numbers of mul-
tiscale features, which greatly reduces the efficiency of the
network./erefore, the fusion of multiscale features remains
a problem. When a large amount of input information is
input into the network model, selecting the information
related to the task for processing can effectively improve the
network efficiency on the basis of making full use of mul-
tiscale features. A different attention mechanism which
utilizes the principle that the human visual system selectively
focuses on important areas has been widely used to make the
network more sensitive to the effective features [30, 35]. It is
combined in our network to describe a priority among
channels to create a more powerful representation.

Overall, a dual-channel and two-stage ship dehazing
network is proposed in this paper to fully extract and utilize
the features of fog image to obtain a dehazing image closer to
the human eye. Specifically, a self-built dataset is generated
based on the atmospheric scattering model and used to train
the network to make up for the lack of large open-source sea
image dehazing dataset. Both simulated images and real-
world images are used to provide a qualitative and quan-
titative evaluation comparing with another the-state-of-art
dehazing method to evaluate the performance of the image
dehazing network. /e main contributions of this paper are
as follows:

(1) A dual-channel and two-stage ship image dehazing
network is designed to better obtain the multiscale
features suitable for sea fog image reconstruction.
Multiscale features were extracted from hazy images
in different dimensions by combining network
channel explanation. Besides, the channel attention
mechanism was introduced to fuse the multiscale
features by assigning different weight values to
further capture image features under different
background colors and different haze concentrations
and improve the dehazing performance of the
network.

(2) Considering that the current open-source optical
ship images are all taken under normal sea condi-
tions and do notmeet the requirements of conditions
on foggy weather, there is a serious lack of ship data
in foggy conditions. In this paper, the atmospheric
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scattering model is used to synthesize a set of hazy
and hazy-free images on the collected images of ships
on the sea surface. /e model can fully consider the
nonuniformity and depth of fog in the image, which
is closer to the actual situation.

(3) A new loss function is conducted by combining the
perceptual loss function to the MSE-based loss
function. Based on solving the outlier gradient ex-
plosion problem, the visual difference between the
hazy image and the hazy-free image is quantified
through the extracted multiscale features to solve the
problem that the difference value of MSE loss
function is unstable caused by outliers.

/erefore, the dehazing network is elaborated in detail in
the second part of this paper. Moreover, a variety of ex-
periments are conducted in the third part to verify the
performance of the proposed method, including a com-
parison with other state-of-the-art methods. /e qualitative
and quantitative experimental results show that our model
performs outstandingly in ship image dehazing. Besides that,
ablation studies were also conducted in the third part to
demonstrate the effectiveness of different parts of the newly
designed network. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the
fourth part.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, the overall structure and improvement details
of the dual-channel and two-stage dehazing network
designed in this paper are shown in detail, including the
expansion of network channels, attention mechanism, and
the design of loss function.

2.1. DTDNet. /e DTDNet is proposed on FCTF-Net and
the overall structure of DTDNet is shown in Figure 1. Firstly,
the same encoder- and decoder-based two-stage coarse-to-
fine architecture as FCTF-Net is used to extract multiscale
features in DTDNet. Besides, the network channel is ex-
tended to capture deeper multiscale image features. More-
over, the attentionmechanism was used to generate different
weights for the feature extracted by the two channels to fuse
the multiscale features. /e acquired features were screened
to improve the effectiveness of the network. In addition, a
new loss function is proposed by combining the MSE loss
function with the perceptual loss function to overcome that
the difference value of the MSE loss function is too large due
to the existence of outliers.

/e network is composed of a convolutional layer, RDB
module, attention mechanism, and basic block. /e RDB
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Figure 1: /e structure of DTDNet.
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module is used to link all the matching feature maps together
and reuse the underlying features at a high level to improve
the accuracy of dehazing. Among them, low-level features
have high resolution. /ey contain more location infor-
mation and detail information, but because of less convo-
lution, low semantic, and more noise, high-level features
have strong semantic information but low resolution.
/rough feature fusion, the features of high and low levels
are fused so that the captured features can be comple-
mentary and fully utilized. For more details on how the RDB
module works, see [20] for more details. Finally, features
extracted from the two channels will be transmitted to the
basic block after proportional fusion through the attention
module; each basic block is composed of a 3 ∗ 3 convolution
layer and ReLU activation function; the structure of basic
block is shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Expansion of Network Channel. /e dehazing effect of
FCTF-Net has been improved with two stages of hazy image
processing. However, the hazy image has the problem of
asymmetrical feature distribution./erefore, a fixed number
of channels will lead to different depth levels characteristics
that cannot be captured. /erefore, the number of channels
in the network is expanded and changed into a two-channel
network that can extract features of different depths to make
the image features more distinctive.

Since the FCTF-Net is divided into two stages, we ex-
pand the channel in the two stages respectively. In the first
stage, the hazy image was processed through the first
convolutional layer; the output of the convolutional layers
will be used as the input of the RDB module and the second
channel. /e image features of the second channel were
scaled by introducing the up- and downsampling modules to
increase the perception range. Specifically, the size of the
feature map is changed to half of the original by convolution
operation with ReLU in the downsampling layer to better
preserve the edge information./e lower scale featuremap is
used as the input of RDB module, while the output of RDB
module is used as the input of the upsampling layer. /e
main operations in the upsampling layer include bilinear
interpolation and convolution. After the upsampling, the
feature map is changed to be the same with the first channel.
Bilinear interpolation is used to solve the problem of filling
pixels in the upsampling, as shown in Figure 3./e grayscale
values of the four known neighboring pixels
Q11, Q21, Q12, Q22 of the pending pixel P are used to sup-
plement the pixels by linear interpolation in two directions,
as shown in the following equations:

f R2(  �
x2 − x

x2 − x1
f Q12(  +

x − x1

x2 − x1
f Q22( ,

f R1(  �
x2 − x

x2 − x1
f Q11(  +

x − x1

x2 − x1
f Q21( ,

f(p) �
y2 − y

y2 − y1
f R1(  +

y − y1

y2 − y1
f R2( .

(1)

/us, the feature maps of the two channels will be
combined with the attention mechanism. Similarly, at the

beginning of the second stage, a two-channel structure was
also introduced after the convolution layer. Unlike the
channel expansion in the first stage, the attention mecha-
nism is not used to fuse the outputs of the two channels in
the second stage. Because the input of the second stage is the
image processed after the first stage, the difference of fea-
tures processed by the attention mechanism is already very
sharp. In addition, RDB modules in the second stage ex-
pansion channel are reduced, and the module connection
mode is changed to step-by-step connection to avoid
overfitting. By expansion of network channel, features of
different depths can be obtained for learning which has
benefit for image dehazing.

2.3. Attention Fusion Mechanism. Deep features are usually
too generic to a specific visual task; it is clear that some
channel features are more significant than others. When a
large amount of input information is processed by the neural
network, only some pivotal inputs are selected to improve
the efficiency of the network./e attention mechanism takes
advantage of the principle that the human visual system
selectively pays attention to significant areas. In order to
make the network pay more attention to these important
channel features, an attention mechanism is introduced in
the first stage, with the goal of further screening out themore
significant features by explicitly modeling the interdepen-
dencies between the channels of its convolutional features.
/e framework of the attention fusion mechanism is shown
in Figure 4.

/e attention fusion mechanism allows the model to
perform feature recalibration which can learn to fuse the
image features captured by the two channels according to the
proportion of weight value to further emphasize informative
features and suppress useless ones. /e main process of
attention mechanism is divided into two steps. /e first step
is used to calculate the attention distribution on all input
information, while the other step is used to calculate the
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Figure 2: /e structure of basic block.
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Figure 3: /e principal of bilinear interpolation.
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weighted average of input information according to the
attention distribution [36, 37].

Given the input features X � [x1, x2, . . . , xC] ∈ RH×W×C,
the attention module learns the weight W to transform X to
U � [u1, u2, . . . , uC] ∈ RH×W×C. /e transformation can be
written as

U � X∗W. (2)

For DTDNet, different scale features can be obtained
through the two channels in the first stage by processing
different size feature maps. /us, it is difficult to distinguish
the primary and secondary features. /e attention mecha-
nism is utilized to extract relatively important features
according to the weight distribution of features as the input
of the next stage, so as to facilitate further detailed capture
and extraction of features. /e final dual-channel fusion
feature can be expressed as

Xfusion � X0 ∗W1 + Xup ∗W2, (3)

where X0 and Xup are the original channel and extended
channel features, while W1 and W2 are the weights calcu-
lated on the two features, respectively.

Specifically, the attentional mechanism is not used in the
second stage to avoid overfitting. Attention module can be
used alone or as a component of the neural network to
establish an accurate mapping from the low-dimensional
solution space to the high-dimensional solution space by
calculating the feature weights. By introducing attention
mechanism, more information is used to reconstruct the
clear image while the processing task of the network can be
reduced and more important features are fully utilized.

2.4. Loss Function. MSE function is the most commonly
used loss function for dehazing network at present, which
overcomes the problem of low stability and unstable solution
of the L1 loss function. /e MSE loss function is defined as

LMSE �
1
N



N

i�1
Y(i)true − Y(i)pred 

2
, (4)

where Ytrue and Ypred represent the true value and predicted
value, respectively, and N is the number of values. However,
incorrect differences will be produced by the MSE loss
function when there are outliers, which is quite different
from the real difference. /erefore, the perceptual loss
function is introduced in this paper.

/e perceptual loss function can quantify and estimate
the visual difference between the hazy image and the hazy-
free image through the pretrained VGG16, which reduces
the possibility of abnormal difference value of the original
MSE loss function. /e calculation formula of perceptual
loss function LA is defined as follows:

LA �
1

CWH


C

c�1


W

w�1


H

h�1
Vc,w,h Ytrue(  − Vc,w,h Ypred 

�����

�����
2

2
, (5)

where C, W, and H are the number of output channels,
width, and height, respectively. Besides, V indicates the
pretrained VGG16 model used in this paper, while V (.) is
the output of VGG16 model. Finally, the total loss function
applied in this paper is defined as

L D � LMSE + αLA, (6)

where α is the weight value to adjust the MSE and the
perceptual loss function. In our experiments, α is set to 0.06.
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Figure 4: /e structure of attention fusion mechanism.
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/rough the new designation of the loss function, the
problem of large loss function values due to outliers can be
solved and the stability of the network can be improved.

3. Experiment and Results

In this section, extensive experiments are conducted to
evaluate the dehazing performance of the DTDNet against
several state-of-the-art dehazing networks with both
quantitative results and qualitative visual effects. To objec-
tively evaluate the dehazing effect of DTDNet, the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index
measure (SSIM) are selected for quantitative evaluation of
synthetic hazy images. Furthermore, for the quantitative
analysis of the actual hazy image dehazing effect, image
information entropy and image contrast are selected. /e
information entropy represents the overall characteristics of
the information source in an average sense and the unit is
bit/pixel. /ere is only one entropy of information for a
particular source. /us, image information entropy is used
to measure the average amount of information carried by
each image [38].

All the experiments are carried out in the workstation
configured by the laboratory. /e operating system is
Windows 10 Professional Edition, while the processor is
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4210R, and the graphics card is
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti. /e software used is the
version of PyCharm 2020.1, in which the internal envi-
ronment is PyTorch with Python 3.7.

3.1. Dataset Generation. Reasonable dataset preparation is
the key factor for deep learning network–based applications.
Currently, the publicly available datasets for ship detection
mainly include Marvel [39], VAIS [40], and FleetMon
datasets [41]. /ese datasets are all taken under normal sea
conditions, while part of the images lacks a sea surface
environment due to the large size of the ship target.
However, the problem focused in this paper is the ship
detection performance with sea fog.

Besides, the role of the network is to remove sea fog
which is the preprocessing of ship detection./e end-to-end
reconstruction from hazy image to hazy-free image is re-
alized by the proposed dehazing network. However, there is
no public open-source dataset for dehazing network training
and testing, especially for sea ship detection applications. In
addition, it is unrealistic to obtain a large number of real
datasets. /erefore, the synthetic dataset is prepared to
evaluate the dehazing performance and the ship detection
effect under foggy conditions.

In the dataset creation stage, clear ship images and their
corresponding ship images in foggy days after being sim-
ulated are needed in this paper, and drones are used (see as
Figure 5(a)) to take pictures of the navigational condition of
“Lan Xin” uncrewed surface vessel (see as Figure 5(b)) which
is self-built by our laboratory to get hazy-free images.

/e atmospheric scattering model [42], which provides a
simple approximation of the haze effect, is utilized to

generate hazy sea ship images. /e mathematical model is
defined as

I(x) � J(x)t(x) + A(1 − t(x)), (7)

where I(x) and J(x) are the observed hazy and corre-
sponding hazy-free image of the pixel x, respectively.A is the
global atmospheric light, and t(x) ∈ [0, 1] is the medium
transmission which represents the percentage of the scene
radiance reaching the camera. /us, t(x) can be further
expressed in an exponential decay term as

t(x) � e
βd(x)

, (8)

where β and d(x) are atmospheric scattering parameters and
scene depth. /e purpose of single image dehazing is to
restore J(x), A, and t(x) from I(x).

According to the parameter settings in [42], hazy images
for the collected sea surface-navigation images of “Lan Xin”
are generated. In total, 1000 pairs of training images and 200
pairs of testing images are prepared as our dataset. Spe-
cifically, we assume that (I) the random global atmospheric
light A ∈ [0.7, 1]; (II) the atmospheric attenuation coeffi-
cient β ranges from 0.6 to 2.8 (including haze thickness from
light to heavy); (III) the RGB channels of a hazy image have
the same medium transmission and global atmospheric light
values; and (IV) the scene depth d(x) is estimated by the two-
dimensional projection position of the image, which is a
simple way to estimate the image depth map. Examples of
the hazy-free images and corresponding hazy images are
shown in Figure 6. All images collected are 566 ∗ 217 in size.

However, the synthesized hazy image is not real enough
due to the lack of real depth map information in the above
dataset synthesis process based on atmospheric scattering
model. /erefore, RESIDE dataset [43] in which the hazy
image is generated by clean image with its corresponding
depth map on atmospheric scattering model is used as the
second dataset for further verification. /e image depth is
combined in RESIDE dataset to generate the fog distribution
based on the atmospheric scattering model, which is more
consistent with the actual situation and more authentic. An
example of the dataset is shown in Figure 7. /e size of all
images in the RESIDE dataset is 541 ∗ 407.

3.2. Comparative Experiment with Other State-of-1e-Art
Methods. /e proposed dehazing networks are trained on
our self-built dataset and RESIDE dataset, respectively. A
batch size of 8 and 100 epochs are used to train our DTDNet
on both datasets. /e learning rate was set as 0.001. Adam
optimizer is utilized to accelerate the training: Adam is
generally considered quite robust to one’s choice of hyper
parameter values, so we kept many of the balanced default
values provided by Tensor flow, and the default values of β1
and β2 are 0.9 and 0.999, respectively. /e dehazing effec-
tiveness and applicability are evaluated on testing images by
being further compared with histogram equalization, Reti-
nex, DCP, DehazeNet [27], AOD-NET [28], MSCNN [32],
LapDehazeNet [33], and FCTF-Net [34]. /e codes for all
the above networks are derived from the download link
provided in the corresponding papers or downloaded from
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6:/e examples of our dataset. (a) An original clear image. (b)/e corresponding hazy image of (a). (c) Another original image. (d)
/e corresponding hazy image of (c).

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Devices for collecting datasets in the prior period. (a) Drones and (b) “Lan Xin” unmanned surface vessel.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: /e examples of the REDIDE dataset. (a) Original image. (b) /e depth-maps of (a). (c) Corresponding hazy images.
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the author’s personal GitHub account. All the networks
including the proposed network have been trained with the
same training dataset and the same training parameters are
adopted for training.

/e visual dehazing results are shown in Figures 8 and 9
while the average PSNR and SSIM results between each pair
of hazy-free images and dehazing results on the synthetic
dataset are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Besides, the processing
time, which is the average time taken by each method to
process a single image, is calculated and shown in Tables 1
and 2. Among them, the pixel size of each image when
calculating the average processing time is 566 ∗ 217.

From the results, it can be seen that the DTDNet has a
better dehazing effect than other networks for both visual

effect and evaluation criteria. Besides, the performance of
learning-based method is better than the traditional image
processing method overall. Specifically, the dehazing image
of DTDNet is the closest to the real hazy-free image.
DTDNet and FCTF-Net can achieve a more effective
dehazing effect than AOD-Net, DehazeNet, and LapDeha-
zeNet. In particular, there are many fuzzy regions in the
result of LapDehazeNet. Compared with FCTF-Net, the
method in this paper is more effective for the restoration of
sky color. However, the processing time of DTDNet is a little
longer than other networks, which is caused by the number
of modules and channels in this network. In the future,
lightweight processing will be studied to improve the pro-
cessing speed to better adapt to real-time ship detection.

Hazy
image

Original
image

DehazeNet

AOD-Net

MSCNN

FCTF-Net

Histogram 
equalization

Retinex

DCP

Our

LapDehaze

Figure 8: Qualitative comparison on synthetic dataset.
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DehazeNet

AOD-Net

MSCNN

FCTF-Net

Histogram 
equalization

Retinex

DCP

Our

LapDehaze

Figure 9: Qualitative comparison on the RESIDE dataset.
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison of different methods on our synthetic dataset.

DehazeNet AOD-net MSCNN FCTF-net Histogram equalization Retinex DCP LapDehaze Our
PSNR 24.89 25.35 23.47 27.31 23.17 21.35 24.39 28.22 30.28
SSIM 0.912 0.921 0.904 0.939 0.820 0.792 0.901 0.927 0.964
Processing speed (s) 2.72 2.62 2.79 3.28 0.85 6.24 1.02 2.15 4.11

Table 2: Quantitative comparison of different methods on RESIDE dataset.

DehazeNet AOD-net MSCNN FCTF-net Histogram equalization Retinex DCP LapDehaze Our
PSNR 26.12 27.36 25.61 26.91 23.17 21.35 24.39 28.63 29.78
SSIM 0.92 0.934 0.91 0.902 0.82 0.792 0.901 0.931 0.958
Processing speed (s) 2.33 2.47 2.25 3.34 0.8449 6.2379 1.0211 3.19 3.98
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7.9326/379.1848
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6.2061/118.4921
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6.3527/134.0594

(d)

7.1569/201.1301

(e)

7.0221/126.0737

(f )

5.0032/97.1951

(g)

5.6953/230.8990

(h)

Figure 10: Continued.
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7.2937/7.3487

(a)

7.8692/43.0211
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7.4017/24.7324

(c)

7.3546/19.0915

(d)

7.0018/10.5273

(e)

7.3041/15.0326

(f )

Figure 11: Continued.

7.4208/269.7620

(i)

5.6225/399.3310

(j)

Figure 10: Qualitative comparison on real hazy ship data we collected. (a)/e real hazy image taken by camera. (b)/e image processed by
the designed network. (c) /e image processed by DehazeNet. (d) /e image processed by AOD-Net. (e) /e image processed by MSCNN.
(f) /e image processed by FCTF-Net. (g) /e image processed by histogram equalization. (h) /e image processed by Retinex. (i) /e
image processed by DCP. (j) /e image processed by LapDehazeNet.
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Moreover, the dehazing performance of DTDNet is
further verified on the real-world hazy ship image and the
visual results are shown in Figures 10 and 11. It can be seen
that the dehazing image obtained by our method effectively
avoids the loss of details, and its visual effect is much closer
to the real-world image. Besides, the values of image in-
formation entropy and image contrast of each real image are
explained in the image annotation. In addition to the
contrast in visual effects, through the comparison of the two
numerical values of each dehazing image, it can be seen that
the image information entropy and image contrast calcu-
lated by the dehazing network designed in this paper are
higher than those of other networks, which proves once
again that the network designed in this paper has a good
dehazing effect.

To further verify the application occasions of the net-
work designed in this paper, a variety of real hazy images of
nonsea ships are selected for comparative analysis. /e
comparison results including the values of the image in-
formation entropy and image contrast of each image are
listed as shown in Figure 12. It can be seen from the figure
that the proposed dehazing network is suitable not only for
ship images but also for the preprocessing of other real hazy
images. /e original color and clarity of the image are better
maintained, while the image information entropy processed
by our designed network is higher than that processed by
other methods and the contrast decreases slightly but the
difference is small. Furthermore, the comparison of the

dehazing effect of each network trained by the RESIDE
dataset is shown in Figure 13. It can be seen from the
comparison results that the contrast value of FCTF net is the
highest, followed by the network designed in this paper.
However, from the visual effect, the output image of FCTF
network has excessive distortion. /erefore, our network
shows relatively better performance for visual and quanti-
tative indicators.

3.3. Ablation Studies. In this part, the key components in-
cluding attention mechanism, the second layer network of
the first stage and the second stage, and the loss function of
the proposed DTDNet are investigated and comparative
results are shown in Table 3. From the results, it can be seen
that all the key components have a positive effect on the final
dehazing performance.

In order to further verify the proposed dual-channel and
two-stage dehazing network, two different structural
changes are conducted by changing the position of the key
components. Firstly, the two-layer network in the second
stage with the attention mechanism is used in Network A,
while two stages are transformed into a two-layer network
and the attention mechanism is only applied to the second
stage in Network B. /e structure diagrams of the two
networks are shown in Figure 14, and the quantitative
comparison results with the network designed in this paper
are shown in Table 4.

7.3566/13.7642

(g)

7.2073/24.4286

(h)

7.6010/37.3721

(i)

5.8751/334.5358

(j)

Figure 11: Qualitative comparison on real hazy ship data from Internet. (a) /e hazy image. (b) Dehazy image of DTDNet. (c) Dehazy
image of DehazeNet. (d) Dehazy image of AOD-Net. (e) Dehazy image of MSCNN. (f) Dehazy image of FCTF-Net. (g) Dehazy image of
histogram equalization. (h) Dehazy image of Retinex. (i) Dehazy image of DCP. (j) Dehazy image of LapDehazeNet.
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It can be seen from the above experimental results that the
dehazing effect for Network A in which both phases are
changed into a two-layer structure with an attention mecha-
nism is similar to that of the original network. It is indicated
that the introduction of the attentionmechanism in both stages
will result in a too small difference in the weight value of the
feature, which will not fully exert the best effect of the attention

mechanism. Instead, the dehazing results for Network B in
which the attentionmechanism is only used in the second stage
is much better. Both PSNR and SSIM are higher than FCTF-
Net but lower than the dual-channel and two-stage dehazing
network proposed in this paper. In summary, the best dehazing
effect is achieved by the proposed DTDNet among all related
state-of-the-art methods.

7.2151/119.5875 7.1857/70.9221 7.1059/113.5670 7.0487/127.9523 7.6145/720.4313 7.2663/108.4351 7.9529/246.9519 7.4391/567.6735 6.5401/74.5504 7.497/944.5969

5.2547/69.0999 6.4214/119.8824 6.1623/74.3632 6.6455/58.9685 6.4062/116.6389 6.6884/76.5327 7.6894/249.5967 6.8395/90.3282 5.9515/47.2594 6.1134/423.8452

6.5328/11.6900 6.8826/28.5581 7.5163/67.7792 6.7143/83.6768 6.7288/188.7529 7.5254/122.0214 7.8789/114.2778 7.3408/215.0927 6.8085/193.692 6.5471/363.9917
Original Dehaze AOD MSCNN FCTF-Net Histogram Retinex LapDehazeOur DCP

Figure 12: Qualitative comparison on real hazy images under synthetic dataset.
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Original image AOD-Net Dehaze-Net MSCNN Our LapDehazeFCTF-Net

Figure 13: Qualitative comparison on real hazy images under the RESIDE dataset.
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3.4.Application inShipDetection. In this paper, the dehazing
network is regarded as a preprocessing step of the ship
detection problem. /erefore, experiments are constructed
to verify the performance of ship detection in fog. For ship
detection, the YOLO V5 network which was introduced in
June 2020 is used in our previous work [44]. It has been fully
proved that YOLO V5 has strong applicability in ship de-
tection under normal weather, and its detection accuracy
can reach 98%. However, ship detection under complex sea
weather, such as sea fog, has not been studied. In this paper,
the same network structure and experimental setup as [45]

are used to verify the availability of the dehazing algorithm
in ship detection.

/e test set 1 contains 100 hazy ship images, and the
corresponding hazy-free images estimated by DTDNet are
stored as the test set 2. /e images of the two datasets are
input into YOLO V5 to obtain the ship detection results,
respectively. According to the detection results, the confi-
dence degree of the ship image processed by the dehazing
network designed in this paper is 0.23 higher than that of the
original fogged image directly detected. It is proved that the
accuracy of ship detection performance can be improved
with the dehazing network.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

/e visual perception system performance of USV is affected
by the acquired image quality. However, the image quality
obtained in hazy weather is seriously degraded. In this paper,

Table 3: Results of ablation studies based on synthetic datasets.

Attention mechanism Double network of the first-phase Double network of the second-phase Improved loss function PSNR/SSIM
× √ √ √ 27.413/0.941

× × √ √ 26.823/
0.925

√ √ × √ 28.702/
0.948

√ √ √ ×
29.087/
0.952
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Figure 14: Structure diagrams of two contrast networks. (a) /e structure of Network A. (b) /e structure of Network B.

Table 4: Quantitative comparison of different structure networks.

Network A Network B Our
PSNR 23.47 27.312 30.279
SSIM 0.904 0.939 0.964
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a CNN-based dual-channel and two-stage image dehazing
network is proposed as the processing procedure for high-
level visual perception problems, such as ship detection. For
DTDNet, which is modified on FCTF-Net, up/down-
sampling is introduced to expand the network channels to
acquire deeper multiscale features. At the same time, the
attention mechanism is utilized to realize the adaptive fusion
of multichannel features. Finally, the improved MSE loss
function using the perceptual loss function effectively solves
the instability problem caused by the difference of the MSE
loss function due to the outliers. In addition, a self-built
dataset is created based on the atmospheric scatteringmodel.
/e experimental results on the synthetic dataset and real-
world hazy images show that the proposed DTDNet is
superior to other networks in both visual and quantitative
indicators, which can be effectively used to improve the ship
detection performance on the foggy sea.

However, the proposed network designed in this paper
still has many shortcomings, such as processing speed and
color distortion problem, which need further research. First,
lightweight networks and parallel computing will be con-
sidered to improve the processing speed to adapt to real-time
applications. New feature extraction network with reduced
unnecessary modules to better acquire hazy image details
will be studied in the future. Secondly, the performance of
supervised convolutional neural network–based model is
always limited by the dataset. In practice, it is difficult to
obtain large-scale and high-quality sea ship fog image
training dataset. In the future, semisupervised or unsu-
pervised learning will be considered. Moreover, the com-
bination of learning-based dehazing network and physical-
model-based traditional methods will be considered. Finally,
large-scale hazy images of ships closer to the actual hazy
condition are needed for network training. /e dataset used
in network training in this paper is synthesized by the
commonly used atmospheric scattering model in the field of
image dehazing. After training, the network shows a good
image dehazing effect on the actual hazy image. However,
the dataset synthesis process fails to take into account the
difference between fog on the sea and fog on the land, such as
the difference of air humidity. /erefore, the construction of
synthetic datasets closer to the actual situation and the
accumulation of real datasets will be further studied, so as to
improve the effect of network model.
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